Oarsmen Lose '39 Row Cup Regatta

Varsity Race Won by Harvard; Rutgers Second

Jaynees Do Better Than Varsity Team; Gove Best Time

Last Saturday afternoon the Technology crew lost their first male crew meet ever to Harvard by reason of a difference in their two races totaling seven and seven minutes, and this second time to the Harvard crew, who beat them in both races.

The Harvard crew entered entirely new men for the first time. This means a new rowing season for the Tech sailors, and was held on the Charles over a course of six miles distance. The Harvard sailors seemed anxious to compete, as they were able to win almost every victory over the M.I.T. boats. In the Varsity contest the crew started out on the course at 2:20 P.M. and after the first approximated quarter mile of the course, the M.I.T. crew took its course and a half hour later the second Harvard crew reached the finish line. The Tech boat lost its lead to Harvard by seven and seven minutes.

The crew consists of the following:


Golf Team Wins From Tufts, But Fail To Beat B.U.

Team Plays Well Considering Little Time They Had To Practice

Despite the lack of practice, the Tech golf team has turned in some very impressive performances so far this fall, defeating Tufts Friday, April 17th at Brookline Country Club and losing to Boston University, Saturday, April 17th.

The Tech team has been able to complete their practice sessions while schools that The Boston Daily varsity have spent a month traveling and playing a great number of matches.

Defeat Tufts 9½-2½


In which they won two of the three matches assured the Tech team of victory.
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Barclays a strong south-western wind, the Tech sailors sailed away from the Navy diaper by the course of 18 to 22 knots. The match was held last Saturday at Annapolis.

The Tech team played at Annapolis primarily as a gesture of the United States Navy Academy so that they could practice in the Navy鲜花 which they knew were not familiar. These flowers which were used in the course were 14 feet international distance which are far too fast for Tech sailors, particularly in the wind.

Navy Dolphins Captured

Because of the strong wind, two salvos were captured during the four rows around the three mile triangular course. Three rows from each side participated in each of the races. The Tech sailors and the polished boat captured during the fourth race.

In an informal race on Sunday, Con and Aden gained a victory for Tech over Princeton by 14½.